Gesture recognition based on multi-modal feature weight
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Abstract: With the continuous development of sensor technology, the acquisition cost of RGB-D images is getting lower and lower,
and gesture recognition based on depth images and RGB images has gradually become a research direction in the field of pattern
recognition. However, most of the current processing methods for RGB-D gesture images are relatively simple, ignoring the relationship
and influence between its two modes, and unable to make full use of the correlation factors between different modes. In view of the
above problems, this paper optimizes the effect of RGB-D information processing by considering the independent features and related
features of multi-modal data to construct a weight adaptive algorithm to fuse different features. Simulation experiments show that the
method proposed in this paper is better than the traditional RGB-D gesture image processing method and the gesture recognition rate is
higher. Comparing the current more advanced gesture recognition methods, the method proposed in this paper also achieves higher
recognition accuracy, which verifies the feasibility and robustness of this method.
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1. Introduction
In recent years, the field of computer vision and pattern recognition has been vigorously developed by the influence
of human-computer interaction mode, and gesture recognition has gradually become the main human-computer interaction
method of various types of devices, such as electronic equipment and industrial equipment [1, 2]. On the basis of traditional
two-dimensional sensors, many scholars have developed multiple cameras to synchronize data collection in different
directions to collect three-dimensional information to achieve three-dimensional human interaction. With the development
of science and technology, new types of sensors have also made new breakthroughs. There are more and more types of
sensors with 3D sensing, and the cost of obtaining data is cheaper and the methods are more diverse [3]. Some classic and
better performing 3D sensors [4, 5], such as Kinect, Xtion and Leap Motion, have greatly reduced the complexity of 3D
human-computer interaction. These three-dimensional sensors acquire both image information and depth information [6,
7]. Their appearance greatly improves the accuracy of gesture recognition, and also promotes the development of humancomputer interaction [8, 9].
With the availability of depth information, multimodal data fusion has become an important research content in
gesture recognition. There are three main levels of common multimodal data fusion: pixel-level fusion, feature-level fusion,

and decision-level fusion. Pixel-level fusion is the direct fusion of deep color information. The advantages are small data
loss and high accuracy, but the disadvantages are large data volume and poor real-time performance. Decision-level fusion
combines the processing results of color images and depth images. It is fast but has poor accuracy and does not consider
the correlation of multimodal data. [10, 11]. At present, most of the multi-modal data fusion in gesture recognition is based
on feature-level fusion, but the fusion method does not fully consider the correlation and independence of multi-sensor
data, only the weighted fusion of data [12, 13, 14]. In this paper, the multi-modal feature-level fusion method is studied by
considering the independence and correlation of multi-modal data. We propose a multi-modal feature weight adaptive
fusion method, which solves the problems of redundant information and missing information appearing in information
fusion, and improves the superiority of fusion features and the suitability of multi-modal feature weights. Based on the
idea of this method, we designed a dual-stream convolutional neural network, and carried out experiments on the self-built
gesture library and ASL gesture library, and verified the effect of the method on improving the accuracy, real-time and
robustness of gesture recognition [15, 16, 17].
The other parts of this paper are arranged as follows: Sect.2 introduces the latest related works in this field, and
proposes the idea of multi-modal data fusion; Sect.3 details the multimodal feature fusion framework and implementation
method; In Sect.4, based on the method of the Sect.3, a network framework of gesture recognition is designed. Compared
with the related literature, the advantages of the proposed method are verified. In Sect.5, the work of this paper is
summarized.
2. Realted work
In recent years, deep learning has also been used for RGB-D visual analysis. For example, Gupta et al.[18] proposed
a method of encoding depth data into three channels: horizontal difference, ground height, point normal, and angle between
inferred gravity. Then, they train the CNN on the three channels instead of RGB-D target recognition and segmentation of
the sequence depth image. Huo et al. [19] extracted a feature extraction method for multimodal data for modal convolution.
It uses modal convolution to describe the CNN and uses it to extract inter-modal and modal information and fuse features
at the pixel level. Couprie et al.[20] proposed a multi-scale CNN for RGB-D scene markers based on hierarchical feature
method. Liao et al. designed a static gesture recognition system combining depth image and color image[21], using depth
image and color image acquired by Realsense, combined with generalized Hough transform to map depth image to color
image. Wang et al.[22] designed a deep neural network for surface normal prediction. However, these methods ignore the
relationship between data from different modalities because RGB and depth information are simply connected together.
Eitel et al.[23] proposed a dual-flow CNN model combining fusion layers for RGB-D target recognition. In the RGB-D
sign language recognition application, Ravi et al.[24] designed a four-stream convolutional neural network with RGB
space and depth time in the mainstream RGB space and ROI stream as inputs. The multi-mode feature sharing mechanism
solves the problem of the color information identifying the gesture action of the video data. Park et al.[25] proposed a
multi-mode feature depth learning method for RGB-D target recognition using shared features of RGB and depth images.
Elboushaki et al.[26] proposed an effective multi-dimensional feature learning method (MultiD-CNN) to solve complex
background, occlusion, lighting conditions and other issues that cannot be handled by a single deep network. Hsien-I Lin
et al.[27] established a skin color model based on the Gaussian mixture model, and then used the calibration output of the
gesture image and the skin color model as the input image of the CNN to realize the effective recognition of the seven
custom gestures. Negin et al.[28] used the CNN model to make a simple exploration of static gesture recognition. Inspired
by Wang's work, Gao et al.[29] proposed a recognition multimodal feature learning method for RGB-D scene recognition.
It can be seen from these related literatures that the gesture recognition method based on multi-modal fusion does not
fully consider the relationship between different modes. For example, in the research of gesture recognition using RGB-D

images, most methods simply map depth images to color image learning features, or simply treat RGB-D images as
undifferentiated four-channel data. [30, 31, 32]. In the actual process, the two modalities complement and repeat the
information contained in each other. The complementarity of the two kinds of information can improve the robustness of
the recognition, and the repeated information can be mutually verified to improve the quality of feature extraction [33, 34,
35]. Based on the multi-modal gesture recognition research, this paper considers the independence and correlation of RGBD features, optimizes the multi-modal feature fusion method, and uses it for RGB-D image gesture recognition, which
improves the effect of gesture recognition.
3. Multi-modal feature fusion framework and implementation method
3.1. Multimodal feature fusion framework design
The difference between the two different modes is fully considered before the multi-modal feature fusion. Therefore,
double convolutional neural network is used to extract the features of RGB and depth mode respectively [36], and the
feature extraction network extracts features at each level to generate multi-level, multi-modal abstract features. Then, a
multi-modal feature weight adaptive adjustment learning structure is proposed for further explore the relationship between
these two modes. The input of this structure is the feature of convolutional layer extraction of a dual-stream convolutional
neural network at different levels of abstraction. The multi-modal fusion framework is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Multimodal feature fusion framework

As shown in Figure 1, when designing a multimodal fusion framework, the idea in literature [37] considers the
consistency or sharing features between different modal features based on the features extracted from each layer of the
dual-stream convolutional neural network. The characteristics of each mode should include the independent features of its
own modes and the features of the two modally related parts, which are characterized by multimodal correlation and
independence. The degree of influence of different modalities on the results of gesture recognition is also inconsistent, and
the degree of importance between independent features and related features cannot be determined. Therefore, by
determining the weights of different features, a more distinguishing and robust fusion feature is generated [38]. In order to
achieve this goal, the features acquired under different modalities are forced to share a relevant partial feature. In addition,
when determining the weights of different modal features, it is not necessary to know which modal data is more important,
and only the loop iterative learning of the framework completes the weight adaptive control [39, 40].
The goal of the multimodal feature fusion framework is to learn a new feature representation that contains two sets
of attributes: 1) related features shared by the two modalities; 2) independent features unique to the individual modalities.

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of mapping operation

As shown in Figure 2, X1  [x1 , x 2 ,..., x N ]  R M N is the M-dimensional output of a pooled layer of the RGB mode
1

in the network layer of a batch of

N images, and

W1  [W1I ; W1c ] represents the sum of the transformation matrices

corresponding to the independent and related features in the RGB mode [41]. Through the change of the matrix,
independent and related features in the current mode can be generated to form a distinction. Where W1I  R P M denotes
a transformation matrix that generates RGB modal correlation features. W1c  R P  M denotes a transformation matrix that
generates RGB modal independent features. M1  P1I  Pc , f1I  R P  N and f c  R P  N represent the independent
features and related features generated in the RGB mode. At the same time, f RGB  [f1I ; f c ] and depth modes are the same
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as above. That is, the symbol definitions with the subscript 1 are all changed to 2 different modes [42].
Definitions f RGB  R M  N and f DEPTH  R M  N represent the characteristic representations of the two-stream
1

2

convolutional neural network learned from the RGB and Depth modes, respectively. The characteristics of the two modes
are mapped into two parts by the transformation matrix W1  [W1I ; W1c ] . The first part is the two modal features share the
correlation feature f c  R P  N ; the second is the two modalities respectively contain their own unique features representing
f1I  R P  N and f 2I  R P  N . Thus the respective extracted features of the two different modalities expressed as:
f RGB  [f1I ; f c ] and f DEPTH  [f1I ; f c ] . Therefore, it can be seen from the above that the task is to find the transformation
matrices W1 and W2 to obtain f RGB and f DEPTH , and finally splicing the two features to obtain f  [f c ; f1I ; f 2I ] .
c

1I

2I

The relevant parts of the data features of different modalities play an important role in extracting sharable information,
but it does not mean that the correlation characteristics of the two modalities can affect the results more than the
characteristics of the modal itself [43, 44]. However, it is not easy to manually set the weight of each part. Therefore,
different parts of the fusion feature need to be designed with adaptive weights. Finally, by designing different weights,
corresponding labels and categories can be obtained. By designing the characteristics of each convolutional layer output
of the dual stream, different levels of fusion features and corresponding labels can be obtained, and the sorted fusion
features and labels can be input into the gesture classification model to obtain the final prediction category, and the final
recognition is completed. The output is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Schematic diagram of the regression coefficient matrix operation

As shown in Figure 3, where W(c)T , W(1I)T and W (2I)T respectively correspond to the relevant partial feature weight,
the RGB mode independent feature weight and the Depth mode independent feature weight; WT  [W(c)T ; W(1I)T ; W(2I)T ]
is a regression coefficient matrix; f is a fusion feature of the output characteristics of the same convolutional layer of the
two modes; L True is the real category label for the gesture sample.

3.2. Adaptive weight network objective function design and optimization
3.2.1. Objective function design
In the above framework, the original features are mapped into the associated feature space and the independent feature
space by learning the transformation matrix Wi (i  1, 2) of the two model [45, 46]. To understand the characteristics of
different modalities that contain shared attributes and modal-specific attributes, the objective function is designed to:
min S  S1  S2  S3

(1)

Where, S represents the minimum cost function of the entire model; S1 and S 2 represent the cost functions of the
RGB mode and the Depth mode, respectively; S3 is the cost function of the two modes after fusion.
By minimizing the cost function of the model to make the output of the model optimal, combined with the
transformation matrix, the different modal cost functions in formula (1) can be expressed as:
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represents the l 2,1 norm. In formula (2), 1 is the weight

coefficient of the RGB mode; the first Frobenius norm representation forces f RGB and W1X1 to be more similar; the
second norm represents the ability of the enhancement f RGB to reconstruct the original feature X1 in reverse by W1T ; in
the third term, g is a smooth L1 penalty function. The formula (3) has the same meaning as the symbol in the formula

(2). In formula (4), supervisory information is combined to enhance the ability to recognize learned features.  is a very
important parameter whose purpose is to balance the relationship between feature reconstruction constraints and
supervisory constraints; the first norm term represents the similarity between enhanced reconstruction features and tags;
 2 is the penalty function weighting coefficient of the fusion feature; where W is the regression coefficient matrix, and
the l 2,1 norm ensures that

W is sparse, so it acts as an

f  [f c ; f1I ; f 2I ] feature selector; Generally, L True is selected

according to the rule of thumb, which indicates the true label of the training sample. , then formula (1) can be expressed
as:
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The definitions of S1 and S 2 seem to indicate that the RGB and Depth modes are independently optimized, but
f RGB and f DEPTH are not actually independent because they explicitly require sharing a common part f c . By connecting
f c and modal specific components f1I and f 2I , the final representation of each image is f  [f c ; f1I ; f 2I ] .
After obtaining the matrix W , W1 and W2 of the training phase, the characteristics of any test image can be
directly calculated as: f1I  W1I X1 , f 2I  W2I X 2 , f c  (W1c X1  W2c X 2 ) / 2 . Using the multimodal feature representation
f  [f c ; f1I ; f 2I ] , the final recognition result is directly calculated as W T f . At this time, the features of different levels can

be used to obtain the multi-modal feature representation and the corresponding recognition result by using the above
transformation matrix [47]. The multi-modal features of different levels are arranged in time series to form a series of
multi-modal fusion feature kernels and recognition results with different abstract levels.
3.2.2. Objective function optimization
In the optimization of the objective function, a typical alternating optimization strategy is used to obtain the local

optimal solution of the formula (5). The steps of the algorithm are as follows:
Algorithm flow: multi-modal feature adaptive weight learning framework optimization
Input: two modal training samples X1 and X 2 , and the corresponding sample correct category
label

L
Output: feature transformation matrix W1 and W2 ; regression coefficient matrix

feature of an abstract level

W ; fusion

f

Step 1: Initialize the parameters. Including

W,

W1 , W2 ,

f , 1 ,  2 , using random

initialization.
Step 2: Optimize the parameters.
Loop
2.1 fixed parameters W , W1 , W2 ,

f Update 1 ,  2 according to formula (5)
2.2 fixed parameters W1 , W2 , f , 1 ,  2 ,Update according to formula (4) W
2.3 fixed parameters W , W1 , W2 , 1 ,  2 ,Update f RGB , f DEPTH according to formula

(1,2)
2.4 Fixed parameters

W , f , 1 ,  2 Update

W1 , W2 according to formula (3)

End loop Loop iteration until convergence
First, the transformation matrices W1 , W2 and the regression coefficient matrix W and the feature f are
randomly initialized, and then the coefficients 1 and  2 are initialized to 0.5, respectively. All of these variables,
including W1 , W2 ,

 2 and

W , f , 1 ,  2 , will be learned and updated in the algorithm. Other parameters, such as  1 ,

 are set based on experience.

W and f to update parameter  i . 1 and  2 allow
different modes to have different weights because they do not perform the same thing. When the parameters Wi , W , and
f are fixed, the following Lagrangian functions can be constructed according to formula (5):
In step 2.1 of step 2 of the algorithm flow, first fix Wi ,

L( , )  1C1  2 C2   C   ( 1  2  1)

(6)

Where, C1 , C 2 and C are constant markers for the corresponding term when Wi , W and f are fixed. But this
way is trivial for solving formula (6). For example, if C1 is less than C 2 , then the solution to minimize formula (6)
would be: 1  1 and 1  0 , which means that only one form is used in feature learning. Simulation experiments have
found that such a situation may lead to locally optimal results. Therefore, in order to make full use of the information of
different modalities, the cost function in formula (5) can be modified to:
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As can be seen from formula (7), q  1 here is an additional parameter. By adding this additional parameter q , the
target of  i will become nonlinear, and both modes will be constrained to obtain the relevant features in feature f and
the independent features of the particular mode. At the same time, most of the original information in feature f can be
retained. Therefore, the Lagrangian function can be rewritten as:
(8)
L( , )  1q C1  2q C2   C  (1  2  1)
By partial derivative of  and  , and the following conditions are met:
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In steps 2.2-2.4 of the algorithm flow, the gradient descent algorithm is used to update other variables, using the same
learning rate γ. In particular, the regression coefficient matrix
relative to

W is updated in step 2.2. The derivative of the cost function

W is as follows:
F
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, and w k is the kth row of the regression coefficient

W . Then, update W according to the gradient descent rule:
W  W 

S
W

(12)

In step 2.3 of the algorithm flow, the feature representation f is updated. Considering that f contains a related
partial feature f c and independent f1I and f 2I of specific modalities, these three parts are updated separately. In this
way, the learned features are forced to contain the relevant feature characteristics and the characteristics of the individual
features of the particular modality. Therefore, the derivative of the cost function S with respect to f c , f1I and f 2I can be
found, and the update mechanism of f c , f1I and f 2I can be realized as follows:
S
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After completing the above derivation, the relevant partial features of
features are updated according to following gradient descent rules:

f and the specific modal independent partial
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In step 2.4 of the algorithm flow, when

f , W , and  i are fixed,

(16)

Wi is updated in a similar manner, as follows:
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In the multimodal framework, X1 and X 2 are the output characteristics of the pooled layer of each output layer,

and the results of multimodal learning are backpropagated to the lower layers of the CNN network by the following formula.
S
(18)
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S
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Multimodal feature learning and backpropagation iterations are performed by formulas (18) and (19) until
convergence. The designed multi-modal learning framework mainly solves the fusion of the two modes, but through the
above expansion, it may also extend to the fusion of more modes, and the related parts and their respective independents
are merged by integrating more modes [48]. Some of the features are connected to represent the features being learned.
4. Gesture recognition experiment results analysis
4.1. Gesture recognition experiment configuration
(1) All experiments were performed under the Ubantu 16.04 system. The graphics card is NVIDIA GTX10606G, and
the sensor used for image acquisition and experimentation is Kinect1.0. The software environment being run is configured
as: Python 3.5, Tensorflow-1.14-GPU, Libfreenect 1.0 and other auxiliary Python libraries.
(2) Using the experimental equipment built, construct a gesture database similar to the American Sign Language
(ASL) [49, 50]. The self-built gesture database contains a total of 10 static gestures, representing Arabic numerals 1-10,
which are acquired by 7 different gesture operators under different ambient lighting and background conditions. Each
gesture sample contains corresponding color images and depth images. For each operator, each gesture contains about 400
color and depth maps. Therefore, the total number of images in the self-built gesture database is 28,000.
(3) For RGB-D images, the ResNet-18 network structure was used to extract the features of the two modes, and the
network structure was pre-trained on ImageNet. The extracted features are output at each hidden layer, and the output of
the current layer continues as the input of the next layer to perform the convolution operation extraction feature. For RGB
mode and Depth mode, the size of the input image is adjusted to 224×224×3. The feature extracted by the two networks is
used as the input of the weight adaptive structure for feature fusion and splicing. The fusion features of each abstraction
layer outputted by the weight network are sequentially input to the LSTM network for training according to the sequential
method. The output of the LSTM network is connected to the Softmax layer, and the final output is the classification result
of each gesture. The framework design of the established model is shown in Figure 4.
(4) We select some important influence factors and coefficients according to the related literature [51,52]. For the
designed multimodal feature weight adaptive learning framework, the dimensionality M1 and M2 of the transformed
features are set to M1  512 and M 2  512 are the same. We ignore the fact that they may be different. Between the
two modes, P1I  256, P2I  256, Pc  256 , it is mandatory to keep half of the M1 and M2 dimension features the same.
In all experiments, the parameters q1 , 1 , 1 ,  2 ,  of the RGB-D object were set to 1.5, 1500, 2, 10, 0.001, respectively,
according to experience.
(5) In two different database samples, the following operations are performed respectively: 70% of the samples are
randomly used as the training set, and the other 30% data samples are used as the test set. When training the model, a
cross-validation method is used for training to ensure the accuracy and generalization performance of the model.

RGB image

Depth image

LSTM
Softmax

Recognition result
Figure 4 Multimodal fusion gesture recognition method framework
4.2. Self-built gesture database experimental results analysis
Based on the self-built gesture database, four deep learning methods for RGB-D gesture recognition are constructed
by ResNet respectively, and compared with the method of this paper. The multi-modal feature weight adaptation proposed
in this paper is verified. The innovative approach to gesture recognition. The four methods are designed as follows: 1) the
single-mode depth image as the input ResNet network, as shown in (a) of Fig 5; 2) the single-mode RGB image as the
input ResNet network, Fig 5 (a) 3) bimodal RGB-D data as a four-channel input ResNet network, shown in Fig 5 (b); 4)
using RGB-D bimodal data and in the last layer of the fully connected layer The combination of the ResNet-18 network
structure is shown in Figure 5(c).
Table 1 shows the comparison of the accuracy of different methods on a self-built gesture database. From the
comparison in the table, it can be found that the accuracy of the RGB-D data as a four-channel data input is higher than
that of a simple single-mode network [53, 54]. However, the gesture recognition rate on the converged network is

comparable. It is better in several other methods [55, 56]. Therefore, it is proved that the multi-modal fusion method
proposed in this paper is feasible for improving the accuracy of gesture recognition, and the accuracy of the proposed
method is higher than that of other traditional fusion methods.

or

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5. Different processing methods for RGB-D gesture images (The leftmost are input samples, the large cube represents the RGB
image, the small represents the Depth image; the rightmost red cube represents the output of the network; in the middle of the network
structure, the blue cube represents the convolutional layer, and the cyan cube represents The pooled layer, the green cube represents
the fully connected layer; the dashed line indicates that the input is an RGB or Depth image, which is an optional input.)
Table 1. Experimental results of different network structure methods in the RGB-D gesture data set
Method

Maximum recognition rate(%)

Minimum recognition rate(%)

Accuracy(%)

RGB-ResNet (Single mode)

88

83.4

85.7

Depth-ResNet (Single mode)

89.2

85.4

87.3

ResNet (RGB-D as a four-channel data input)

94.8

89.8

92.3

RGB-Depth fusion(Full connection layer fusion)

96.8

94.6

95.7

The method proposed in this paper

98.8

97.8

98.3

Table 2. Experimental results of different network models in self-built gesture data sets
Method

Maximum recognition rate(%)

Minimum recognition rate(%)

Accuracy(%)

Literature[57]

89.8

85

87.4

Literature[58]

92.1

87.5

89.8

Literature[59]

93.4

87.6

90.5

Literature[20]

94.6

90.4

92.5

Literature[18]

94.9

91.9

93.4

The method proposed in this paper

98.8

97.8

98.3

In Table 2, Blum et al et al. [57] used a convolutional k-mean descriptor method; Socher et al. [58] used a recursive
neural network plus CNN method; Bo et al. [59] a method of adding input channels using feature learning based on sparse

coding; Coupri [20] uses CNN and feature sharing methods; Gupta [18] uses CNN and feature fusion methods. However,
from the accuracy rate in the table, it can be seen that the method of this paper is better than the current cutting-edge
identification method.
After analyzing the recognition accuracy of several different structures on the self-built gesture database, the
feasibility and robustness of the proposed method are verified [60, 61, 62]. However, the recognition accuracy of the
proposed method is unknown compared to the current state-of-the-art method [63, 64, 65]. Therefore, several current
cutting-edge RGB-D image-based target recognition methods or gesture recognition methods are discussed [66, 67, 68].
The validity and accuracy of the method are shown in Table 2.
In order to understand the degree of the method proposed in this paper more intuitively and clearly, the confusion
matrix of the method is calculated based on the RGB-D gesture database.

Figure 6. The confusion matrix of the proposed method in the self-built gesture database

As shown in Figure 6, the diagonal of the confusion matrix indicates the recognition accuracy of each category, with
values ranging from 0 to 1, with 1 being the highest. It can be seen from the figure that there are still cases of misjudgment
in the classification of some gestures, For example, the gesture numbers 4, 7, and 9 have low recognition accuracy due to
their similarity, but the overall gesture recognition accuracy is relatively good.
4.3. ASL gesture database experiment results analysis
In order to repeatedly verify the advancement and effectiveness of the proposed method, experiments will be carried
out on the ASL gesture database to prove that the model has better generalization performance and can display its superior
performance on different data sets [69, 70]. Similarly, several other methods for superior performance on this database
were analyzed on ASL, as shown in Table 3.
In Table 3, Li[71] trains a CNN framework based on a soft attention mechanism in an end-to-end manner; Wang [72]
proposed the depth sequence representation method of dynamic depth image (DDI), dynamic depth normal image (DDNI)
and dynamic depth motion normal image (DDMNI); Duan [73] proposed a spatial-temporal network architecture based on
consensus-voting; Traver [74] uses 3D integral imaging for gesture recognition. Comparing the recognition results of the

method proposed in this paper with the results in the above documents, the comparison results of the maximum recognition
rate, minimum recognition rate and average recognition rate are given. It can be seen that the average recognition rate of
the method in this paper is higher than other several A similar approach. Also in order to more intuitively understand the
effectiveness and accuracy of this method on the ASL gesture database, the confusion matrix on the database is calculated,
as shown in Figure 7.
Since only static gesture samples were selected when selecting data samples, the category is 24 categories, and the
diagonal line of the confusion matrix represents the recognition accuracy of each category. Its value ranges from 0 to 1,
with 1 being the highest. It can be more It can be seen that the recognition effect of the method proposed in this article is
better [75]. But there are also some gestures that are very similar, such as gestures A, E, M, N, S, T, etc. Examples of
related gestures are shown in Figure 8. These gestures are all developed from the fist posture, similar to the four-finger
clenching, the only difference is the position of the thumb, so in the recognition process, the recognition accuracy is average,
which is also one of the tasks we will study in the future.
Table 3. Experimental results of different network models in the ASL gesture dataset
Method

Maximum recognition rate(%)

Minimum recognition rate(%)

Accuracy(%)

Literature[67]

98

92

95.6

Literature[68]

99.9

85.6

95.4

Literature[69]

97.3

89.7

94.4

Literature[70]

98.2

91

94.6

The method proposed in this paper

99

95.4

97.2

Figure 7. Confusion matrix of the proposed method on the ASL gesture database

Figure 8. Some similar gestures in the ASL database
5. Conclusions
Gesture recognition technology based on computer vision is widely used in human-computer interaction systems due
to its convenience and speed. Compared with the gesture recognition of RGB images, the gesture recognition based on
RGB-D images contains the characteristics of spatial information, which can avoid the influence of factors such as complex
background and lighting changes on the accuracy of the gesture recognition algorithm. At present, the research on gesture
recognition of RGB-D images is not efficient enough in the use of RGB-D image information. To solve this problem, this
paper designs a multi-modal feature weight adaptive fusion method, fully considering different modalities and different
abstractions Horizontal relationship to realize multi-modal fusion gesture recognition. According to the multi-modal
feature weight adaptive fusion method designed in this paper, simulation experiments of different modal fusion methods
are designed, which proves that the method proposed in this paper is better than the traditional RGB-D image processing
method, and the accuracy of gesture recognition is higher. Then by comparing with several current more advanced methods,
it is found that the method proposed in this paper is feasible and the result of gesture recognition is more accurate and
robust. The method in this paper is expanded on the basis of double convolutional neural network, but it does not analyze
the influence of different network structures on the method. In the future, this article will discuss the influence of different
network structures on this method.
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